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the difiraction effects of the crystal have symmetry 4/m 3 2/m, which is

consistent with any of the three crystal classes 4/m 3 2/m, 43m, ot 432'

The lattice proved to be face-centered, and there were no extinctions

other than those required by the face-centered lattice. This fixes the

space group as one of the three Fa/m 3 2f m, F43m, ot F432. The symme-

try adopted by LLW was the first of these.
The cell and symmetry of the structure proposed by LLW are therefore

consistent with our findings by single crystal methods. It remained to

check the particular structure proposed by LLW. This is in space group

Fa/m3 2/m,with the 36 Fe and Ni atoms distributed at random over

pentlandite is essentially correct.

A NOTE ON THE CALCITE-WOLLASTONITE EQUILIBRIUM

A. J. Eurs aNo W. S. Fvln, Chemistry Department, Unittersity of

Olago, Duned'iru, New Zealand"

The equilibrium pressure and temperature conditions of the reaction:

Calcite * Quartz :Wollastonite + Carbon Dioxide

CaCOa * 5i6, :[6$iQr f COz

of interest. Kennedy (2) has recently published such data up to 1400 bars

and 1000o C. and these data have been used to check the calculations

further.
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Free energies of carbon dioxide from 50 bars to 1400 bars were ob-
tained for each temperature from Kennedy's data kry graphicar integra-
t ion us ing the re lat ion:-
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Free energies from 1-50 bars were obtained from the data of sweigert,
Weber and Allen (3).

The equations for AGo given by Danielson are correct and were used in
the present calculation. l 'he equil ibrium pressures were then calcurated
from the relation:-
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Where AG$ is the standard free energy change at temperature T,
A7* is the difierence in molar volumes of the solid phases and Zo the
molar volume of carbon dioxide. At equilibriu m aGlr,et: 0, and using the
calculated free energies of carbon dioxide the equilibrium pressure was
calculated by successive approximation. Thermal expansion and com-
pressibility of the solid phases were neglected.
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Frc. 1. Pressure-temperature curve
Full curve, present calculation, dashed
is the field of calcite and ouartz.
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for the reaction CaCOs*SiOz:CaSiO:*COz.
curve after Danielsson. The area under the curve
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The results obtained with the improved P-V-T data are compared with

those of Danielsson in Fig. 1. It is apparent that there are only smali

differences between the two curves. AII points beyond 1400 bars necessi-

tated extrapolation of Kennedy's data. The pressure of carbon dioxide is

taken as the total pressure.
Little need be added to the many discussions of the geological signifi-

cance of the reaction. The field of stability of the wollastonite bearing

rocks of the hornfels and amphibolite facies may be very broad, especially

when it is remembered that the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in

a fluid phase may not be great compared with the partial pressure of

water and that fluid and rock pressure may differ. At the same time the

assemblage calcite-quartz could be stable into the region of partial

melting in deep seated metamorphism.
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Gnotcn Fr.nonnrcn Kuwz Mnuonrel Pmzn

At the March Meeting of the New York Mineralogical club the George Frederick Kunz

Memorial Prize was awarded to Mr. Davis Lapham, a graduate student in geology at

Columbia University, for his paper entitled "Epidote from Hawleyville, Connecticut."

This paper has been submitted for publication in The American Mineral,ogist. Mr. Lapham

was the first recipient of this prize, established by the New York Mineralogical club in

1955.
The Prize is made possible by a bequest of the late Dr. George Frederick Kunz, founder

and first President of the New York Mineraloeical Club. The prize is awarded annually

Club, Department of Geology, Columbia University, New York 27, N. Y.
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